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Abstract The effect of three-dimensional plant heterogeneity on flow past a clearing is
investigated by means of large-eddy simulation. A detailed representation of the canopy has
been acquired by terrestrial laser scanning for a patch of approximately 328 m length and
172 m width at the field site “Tharandter Wald”, near the city of Dresden, Germany. The scanning data are used to produce a highly resolved, three-dimensional plant area distribution
representing the actual canopy. Hence, the vegetation maintains a rich horizontal and vertical
structure including the three-dimensional clearing. The scanned plant area density is embedded in a larger domain, which is filled with a heterogeneous forest generated by the virtual
canopy generator of Bohrer et al. (Tellus B 59:566–576, 2007). Based on forest inventory
maps and airborne laser scanning, the characteristics of the actual canopy are preserved. Furthermore, the topography is extracted from a digital terrain model with some modifications
to accommodate for periodic boundary conditions. A large-eddy simulation is performed for
neutral atmospheric conditions and compared to simulations of a two-dimensional plant area
density and an one-year-long field experiment conducted at the corresponding field site. The
results reveal a considerable influence of the plant heterogeneity on the mean velocity field
as well as on the turbulent quantities. The three-dimensional environment, e.g., the oblique
edges combined with horizontal and vertical variations in plant area density and the topography create a sustained vertical and cross-flow velocity. Downstream of the windward forest
edge an enhanced gust zone develops, whose intensity and relative position are influenced
by the local canopy density and, therefore, is not constant along the edge. These results lead
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us to the conclusion that the usage of a three-dimensional plant area distribution is essential
for capturing the flow features inside the canopy and within the mixing layer above.
Keywords Edge flow · Forest canopy · Heterogeneous vegetation · Large-eddy simulation ·
Terrestrial laser scanning · Turbulence

1 Introduction
Interaction between plant canopies and the atmospheric boundary layer is of considerable
interest for a broad range of applications, e.g., meteorology, agriculture or biology. With the
pioneering work of Inoue (1955) on the “Honami” effect—wave-like motions observed in
wheat crops on windy days—a process of understanding the fundamental transport mechanisms was started. For a general overview on canopy flows we refer to the comprehensive
surveys of Raupach and Thom (1981), Finnigan (2000), de Langre (2008) and Patton and
Finnigan (2012). Here we focus on tall vegetation, in particular a forest stand typical for
central and western Europe.
In such forests heterogeneity of the vegetation is omnipresent and complicates the interpretation of measurements. The ramified structure and random distribution of plants inside a
forest stand pose a notorious problem to the modelling of canopy flows. Except for isolated
trees (Endalew et al. 2009, 2011), fractal plant models (Chester and Meneveau 2007; Schröttle
and Dörnbrack 2013) and groups of a few trees (Graham and Meneveau 2012) consideration
of detailed plant morphology remains beyond the reach of numerical simulations.
On a larger scale, abstraction from structural diversity, flexibility and elasticity appears to
be mandatory and leads to a characterization of the canopy using a plant area density (PAD).
Vertical integration yields an even more condensed measure, the plant area index (PAI).
By introducing an isotropic drag coefficient, PAD is related to the aerodynamic resistance
caused by the vegetation. In addition, the interaction of turbulent scales and plants has to be
considered separately using an adapted turbulence model (Shaw and Pereira 1982; Wilson
1988; Katul et al. 2004; Sogachev 2009; Lopes et al. 2013) or subgrid-scale model (Shaw
and Schumann 1992; Shaw and Patton 2003). Under certain conditions, and as a further
simplification, a forest stand can be considered as horizontally homogeneous. The flow
above such quasi-homogeneous canopies has been investigated extensively in laboratory
and field experiments, as well as in numerical simulations (Gao et al. 1989; Raupach et al.
1996; Brunet and Irvine 2000; Fitzmaurice et al. 2004; Dupont and Brunet 2006, 2008c;
Juang et al. 2008; Panferov and Sogachev 2008; Finnigan et al. 2009; Iwata et al. 2009;
Watanabe 2009; Gavrilov et al. 2011; Patton et al. 2011; Poggi et al. 2011; Serafimovich et
al. 2011; Sogachev et al. 2011; Edburg et al. 2012; Huang et al. 2013; Júnior et al. 2013).
Of course, uniform canopies are rather the exception than the rule. Heterogeneity results,
for example, from the transition between forested and grassy patches, from topography and
from plant diversity and distribution inside the stands themselves. The flow across a forest
edge represents a generic model of the first type of heterogeneity, which is usually simplified
by assuming vegetation as horizontally homogeneous. Much work has been devoted to this
particular type of canopy flow, e.g., the field and laboratory experiments of Raynor (1971),
Irvine et al. (1997), Novak et al. (2000), Morse et al. (2002), Detto et al. (2008), Kochendorfer
and Paw U (2011), Eder et al. (2013) and Fontan et al. (2013), or the numerical simulations of
Lee (2000), Sogachev et al. (2008), Dalpé and Masson (2009), Dupont and Brunet (2009) and
Fesquet et al. (2009). A main effect is a strong distortion of the flow at the windward edge,
triggering the development of an enhanced gust zone further downstream inside the forest
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stand (Raupach et al. 1987; Yang et al. 2006a, b; Dupont and Brunet 2008a). Consideration of
risk assessment due to windbreaks is consequently of particular interest (Yang et al. 2006c;
Dupont and Brunet 2008b; Ruck et al. 2012). If the forest stand is characterized by an open
trunk space with sparse understorey, a sustained sub-canopy jet develops across the windward
edge that contributes to the energy and mass exchange and establishes a second mixing layer
below the crown section (Dupont and Brunet 2008a; Dupont et al. 2011, 2012). The flow at
the leeward edge of a forest is dominated by an intermittent separation zone that forms in
the forest interior and on the clearing (Cassiani et al. 2008). Its intensity and dimensions are
influenced by the canopy density of the upstream forest and the relative length of the clearing
itself (Frank and Ruck 2008).
Today, many forested areas lie within hilly or mountainous terrain (Ross and Vosper 2005),
thus introducing another type of heterogeneity to the vegetation, which is caused indirectly
by the topography. As the mean flow penetrates the windward canopy of a forested hill from
aloft this contribution has to be taken into account for the energy and mass transport (Ross
2008). The distinct features of a forested hill have been investigated within several laboratory
experiments, e.g., Finnigan and Brunet (1995), Poggi and Katul (2007a, b, c) and Poggi et al.
(2007), or numerical simulations, e.g., Katul et al. (2006), Dupont et al. (2008), Patton and
Katul (2009) and Ross (2011). Recently, Ross and Baker (2013) presented a partially forested
hill as a combination of the two types of heterogeneity. Noteworthy is also the extensive work
on analytical descriptions of the flow across a forested hill undertaken by, e.g., Finnigan and
Belcher (2004), Belcher et al. (2008, 2012), Poggi et al. (2008), Harman and Finnigan (2010,
2013) and Wang and Yi (2012).
However, our main interest is dedicated to inhomogeneity resulting from plant diversity
and distribution inside the forest stand itself. At length scales of the crown diameter and the
crown-base height the individual properties with regard to the plant and leaf area distribution
between the neighbouring trees becomes relevant. First work on the modelling of small-scale
plant heterogeneity in numerical simulations has emerged recently, e.g., Bohrer et al. (2007,
2008, 2009), Yue et al. (2007), Schlegel et al. (2012) and Bailey and Stoll (2013). Ross
(2012) presented the first analytical approach that is, however, limited to a slowly varying
PAD. Bohrer et al. (2009) demonstrated the feasibility of using a heterogeneous PAD by means
of large-eddy simulation (LES). They used a virtual canopy generator to generate a threedimensional canopy based on patch maps and spatial autocorrelations of observed properties
(Bohrer et al. 2007). By studying different scenarios (winter vs. spring, heterogeneous vs.
patchy), Bohrer et al. (2009) conclude that the small-scale plant heterogeneity decreases the
displacement height and increases the roughness length to be used in regional models. As
another result, hot spots of sweeps and ejections develop, which can affect local gas exchange
and particle transport (Bohrer et al. 2008). Using terrestrial laser scans, Schlegel et al. (2012)
presented the first LES study in which a realistic fine-scale plant heterogeneity derived
directly from a real forest was considered. Their results revealed a significant influence on
the turbulent flow field, particular near edges.
The intention of the present study is to consider a highly resolved, three-dimensional and
realistic representation of vegetation in a numerical simulation. The article is organized as
follows: in Sect. 2 we introduce our numerical method, and Sect. 3 presents a description
of the field site and the field experiment TurbEFA. We review the method of terrestrial laser
scanning, together with the adapted virtual canopy generator of Bohrer et al. (2007), which
is used to extend the measured PAD. For the first time within a numerical simulation a
three-dimensionally shaped forest edge surrounding the clearing is considered. Additionally
a digital terrain model is included at the lower boundary. The results are discussed in Sect. 4
and compared to the field measurements; in addition we determine the influence of a small-
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scale plant heterogeneity on the mean flow and the turbulent quantities, e.g., location and
intensity of an enhanced gust zone. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.

2 Numerical Method
For the present LES study we restrict ourselves to neutral atmospheric conditions. Furthermore, the computational domain has to be large enough to allow for evolution of the dominant
coherent structures and the roughness sublayer, which requires a domain size of the order of
1 km2 for a typical forest in central and western Europe (Su et al. 2000; Yang et al. 2006a, b).
Under these conditions variations in density and the influence of the Coriolis force can be
neglected (Lumley and Panofsky 1964).
The basic idea behind LES is to distinguish between the energy-carrying, resolved scales
and the unresolved, subgrid scales of motion by using a filter operation (Sagaut 1998; Pope
2000). Application of the filter to the Navier-Stokes equations yields the resolved scale or
LES equations




∂t u i + ∂ j u j u i = −∂i p + ∂ j 2ν S i j + ∂ j τi j + f i,d + f i, p ,
(1a)
∂i u i = 0,

(1b)

where u is the resolved velocity, p is the resolved pressure divided by density and ν is the
kinematic viscosity (1.46 × 10−5 m2 s−1 for air at 15 ◦ C). An uniform pressure gradient f i, p
is added for maintaining a prescribed bulk velocity in the presence of periodic boundary
conditions.
The effect of the subgrid
within Eq. 1 by the so-called subgrid-scale
 scales is represented

(SGS) stresses τi j = − u i u j − u i u j (Lilly 1967), and related to the strain rate tensor S i j
using the Boussinesq approach
2
τi j = 2νr S i j − δi j k  ,
3

(2)

1/2

is the subgrid-scale viscosity. For closure a SGS model is required.
where νr = Cv k 
Basically, it uses the transport equation for the unresolved turbulent kinetic energy k  according to Deardorff (1980) with extensions for canopy flows introduced by Shaw and Schumann
(1992)
3/2




k 
2k 
∂t k  + ∂ j u j k  = τi j S i j + ∂ j 2νr ∂ j k  − CE
−
.
(3)

τ
The last term mimics the spectral short-cut associated with the enhanced energy removal in
the wake of plant parts (Kaimal and Finnigan 1994) and contains a time scale τ = u i / f i,d
for this bypass effect. The approach was recently confirmed by Shaw and Patton (2003).
Thom (1975) showed that the pressure forces caused by the canopy exceed the
viscous forces, and, due to this, the latter are neglected. Following the approach of Shaw and
Schumann (1992) we model the canopy drag force as the product of local wind speed |u|,
a single-side value of PAD, a, and an effective drag coefficient cd including shelter and lee
effects (Raupach and Thom 1981),
f i,d = −cd a |u| u i .

(4)

Following Shaw et al. (1988) the drag coefficient cd is assumed to be 0.15. The remaining
constants are chosen according to Schmidt and Schumann (1989), i.e., Cv = 0.0857 and
C E = 0.845.
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Fig. 1 Orthophoto of the
investigated domain. The solid
and dashed frames mark the area
with available terrestrial laser
scanning data in the current work
compared to preliminary work
of Schlegel et al. (2012).
Additionally the positions of the
four measurement towers T1–T4
are marked by dots. Orthophoto
ATKIS® -DOP © Staatsbetrieb
Geobasisinformation und
Vermessung Sachsen 2013

The LES equations (1, 3) are discretized by a semi-implicit, cell-centred finite-volume
method of second-order accuracy. The model is implemented in the OpenFoam® CFD toolbox
in version 2.1 (Jasak 1996; Weller et al. 1998). Details about the numerical method and
validation are presented elsewhere (Schlegel et al. 2012).

3 Field Study
3.1 Description of Field Site
The subject of investigation is a field site located about 25 km south-west of the city of
Dresden in Germany. Surrounded by the forest “Tharandter Wald” the site accommodates a
micrometeorological station founded in 1958 and a 42-m high permanent scaffolding tower
(T4), which has been continuously operated by the Institute of Hydrology and Meteorology
of Technische Universität Dresden since 1996.
The forest stand was seeded in 1887 and is today dominated by Picea abies (about 72%,
based on forest assessments in 1999 and 2004). For more details on the composition of the
vegetation we refer to Feigenwinter et al. (2004), Grünwald and Bernhofer (2007) and Queck
et al. (2012). The “Tharandter Wald” shows the typical features of a managed forest, and is
characterized by a dense canopy and an open trunk space with a sparse understorey. Next to
tower T4 the mean tree height is estimated to be 30 m and the single-side PAI ≈ 7.1 m2 m−2
(Queck and Bernhofer 2010).
As is commonly known for forested areas in central and western Europe, homogeneity is rather the exception than the rule (Bernhofer et al. 2003). Hence, it is no surprise
that scrutiny of the aerial photography in Fig. 1 reveals large inhomogeneities within the
investigated domain, which extends along the predominant wind direction from west to east
(Queck et al. 2012). The most prominent feature is a 50 m × 90 m clearing called “Wildacker”.
Due to its location approximately 100 m upstream of tower T4, it has a significant influence
on tower measurements. The “Wildacker” is surrounded by a belt of Castanea sativa closing
the trunk space and smoothing the windward forest edge. Furthermore, large inhomogeneities
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Fig. 2 Top: canopy height (a) and PAI (b) for the investigated domain obtained from the combination of
terrestrial laser scanner data and the virtual canopy generator of Bohrer et al. (2007). The black solid lines
mark the forest plots. Bottom original topography (c) obtained from the digital terrain model ATKIS® -DGM2
and the modified version (d) for usage with periodic boundary conditions. The black solid frame indicates the
central region, where the terrain height is not modified. ATKIS® -DGM2 © Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation
und Vermessung Sachsen 2013. a Canopy height with marked forest plots. b PAI with 2 m × 2 m filter width.
c Original topography. d Modified topography

are visible towards north and south, including in particular an ecological measurement field,
a young spruce plantation and forest trails.
To account for the inhomogeneity and to allow for a better characterization of the vegetation, the investigated domain is decomposed into 29 forest plots marked in Fig. 2a. Within
each plot randomly distributed measurements were carried out to yield information about
mean tree height and mean PAI. The latter was measured with a Li-Cor LAI 2000 plant
canopy analyzer and corrected according to Chen and Black (1991), giving values between
3.8 and 14.1 m2 m−2 . The mean tree height of the forest plots varies between 7.5 and 33 m.
3.2 Field Experiment
The study uses observations from the TurbEFA field campaign carried out from May 2008 to
May 2009. High frequency samples of the wind vector were obtained by ultrasonic anemome-
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ters mounted on four towers and various ground-level positions along a transect pointing
towards the west from tower T4. The detailed description of set-up, mounting of the ultrasonic anemometers and post-processing is discussed in Schlegel et al. (2012).
Figure 1 shows the tower positions along the transect, which covers the forest-clearing
interface. Approximately 100 m eastward of the clearing stands the 42-m high permanent
scaffolding tower T4. Towards the west it was succeeded by two temporarily constructed
scaffolding towers of 40-m height. Tower T3 was placed inside the forest stand and tower T2
on the clearing, right beside the eastward forest edge. Additionally, a 30-m high telescoping
tower T1 was erected at the westerly end of the “Wildacker”.
In general, flow from the west (wind sector: 255◦ –285◦ , 12 % of the time during the
measurement campaign) is investigated, since this is the predominant wind direction. Furthermore, we constrain ourself to neutral conditions. The stability index ζ = z/L, where
L is the Obukhov length (Monin and Obukhov 1954), is confined to ±0.1 and is based on
measurements at a height of 42 m on the main tower T4. Finally, the comparison of the results
of the field study with the numerical simulation is based on more than 8000h of wind-field
data.
3.3 Terrestrial Laser Scanning
Terrestrial laser scanning is an efficient three-dimensional measurement method with an
increasing range of application fields, e.g., acquisition of forest inventory parameters (Aschoff
and Spiecker 2004; Maas et al. 2008; Vosselman and Maas 2010). Within the scope of the
present study, we give only a brief introduction of the scanning procedure and how to derive
PAD values from the unorganized point cloud.
The preferred multiple-scan method requires scans from various predefined ground positions and a geometric registration within a common coordinate system (Bienert and Maas
2009). To derive the desired PAD values, the joint point cloud is converted into a corresponding voxel1 space by application of a ray-tracing method. By that, each voxel is associated
with a reflection probability, that, augmented by a plant specific clumping factor, determines
PAD values (Bienert et al. 2010). The unknown factor is derived by comparison of the integral
sum of the reflection probability and the known PAI = 7.1 m2 m−2 inside an area adjacent
to the permanent scaffolding tower T4 (Queck et al. 2012).
In Schlegel et al. (2012), the forest stand was represented by approximately 50 × 106
points obtained by scans from 13 different ground positions, including one at the top of the
permanent scaffolding tower T4. Unfortunately, availability of reliable data was restricted to a
strip of 30 m width and 191 m length, which includes the clearing in the x-direction but not in
the y-direction (dashed frame marked in Fig. 1). Therefore, simplified PAD values averaged
in the y-direction were used. To overcome this restriction, additional scans were carried out
in autumn 2011, yielding a more detailed representation comprising approximately 150×106
points. In total, scans from 25 different ground positions are available, including two at the top
of scaffolding towers T2 and T4. In conjunction with a more elaborated post-processing of the
joint point cloud, a realistic three-dimensional PAD was devised for an area of 328 m ×172 m
(solid frame marked in Fig. 1). This includes not only an enlargement towards north and south
to cover the forest stand beside the clearing, but also a larger region upstream of the clearing
and downstream of the permanent scaffolding tower T4.

1 A voxel is the three-dimensional equivalent of a pixel, i.e., a rectangular volume element with its faces

aligned parallel to the coordinate axes.
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3.4 Virtual Canopy Generator
The required scanning area matching for the LES of a canopy flow with a characteristic
mean tree height of h ref = 30 m would be around 0.36 km2 (see Sect. 4.1 for details), which
would include an unrealistic large scanning effort considering the occlusion-induced range
limitations of a terrestrial laser scanner in a forest. As a remedy, Bohrer et al. (2007) presented a “virtual canopy generator” for building a heterogeneous forest that preserves the
mean biophysical features of the forest stand, although differing from reality when considering explicit fine details. Having in mind that 95 % of the German forests are managed
(Bundesministerium für Ernährung, Landwirtschaft und Verbraucherschutz 2009), various
statistical data, obtained for each of the 29 forest plots, are available, e.g., mean tree height,
diameter at breast height or PAI values. Using these as input, the virtual canopy generator
is set up to create a local PAI on an equidistant, orthogonal mesh of 2-m resolution for the
whole computational domain. The three-dimensional canopy volume is then filled by applying generic profiles for the PAD, which are based on Peters and Eiden (1992) and Kraus
(2008).
The generation of the virtual canopy proceeds as follows: firstly, the canopy has to be
decomposed into a given number of patches, which can be done by distinguishing between
characteristic canopy properties, e.g., plant species into trees and grass, or regional subdivisions such as the aforementioned forest plots. Henceforth, all the following operations
are performed patchwise. Furthermore, a so-called random canopy field has to be provided
for every patch/plot to prescribe a horizontal structure of the contained vegetation. Various
possibilities can be found in Bohrer et al. (2007), but as an area-wide high resolution digital
canopy height model exists, this is used directly (G. Bohrer, personal communication, 2014).
It is based on the digital terrain model ATKIS® -DGM2 (see Sect. 3.5 for details), because
the terrestrial laser scanning data are not available for the whole computational domain.
Therefore, the airborne raw data are used to generate a digital surface model, from which the
local terrain height is subtracted. Finally, we obtain a digital canopy height model, and, by
this, a local tree height h t with the required resolution of 2 m (Bienert et al. 2011). Bohrer
et al. (2007) showed that a simple transformation based on a normalization of the random
canopy field N , the observed mean values .obs and their standard deviation σ.obs allow
the generation of a heterogeneous two-dimensional field preserving the mean biophysical
features within every patch,
obs
PAI = PAIobs + Nh t σPAI
.

(5)

Note that all equations are written in terms of PAI values as the desired quantity and
the digital canopy height model as a random canopy field. The mean PAI for every patch
is derived from local measurements (Sect. 3.1); thus, the normalized field is calculated
from
Nh t =

h t − h t 
.
σh t

(6)

The canopy of the whole computational domain is composed by adding up the patchwise
generated fields and the PAD values within the three-dimensional canopy volume are calculated from generic profiles with the generated PAI and the known tree height h t . Last, but not
least, the virtual forest is replaced by the observed forest where terrestrial laser scanning data
are available. Figure 2a, b shows the tree height and the PAI of the canopy as a combination
of both methods.
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3.5 Topography
As is typical of the German mid-range mountains the field site is characterized by a gently
wavy terrain, revealing depressed areas northward and southward, and a 30− m hill upstream
of the anchor station (Fig. 2c). Taken from the high-resolution digital terrain model ATKIS® DGM22 and gained by airborne laser scanning with a Riegl LMS-Q560 laser scanner, the
terrain information has a resolution of 2 m and a precision of ±0.2 m.
The usage of the original ATKIS® -DGM2 data would require open boundary conditions,
many of which are related to the Sommerfeld radiation condition, e.g., Orlanski (1976), but
all demand a predominant inflow or outflow in terms of a known phase velocity. For the lateral
boundaries simultaneous inflow and outflow are expected due to the terrain level, which is
beyond the possibilities of this type of boundary condition. The best choice is horizontal
periodicity, having also the advantage of a natural turbulence power spectrum for the inflow.
Nevertheless, this requires a smoothing of the original ATKIS® -DGM2 data at opposite
boundaries such that the corresponding points on either side are located at the same height,
denoted as h 0 . To change as little as possible, a central region coinciding with the terrestrial
laser scanning data was fixed and the adjustment is conducted only within a surrounding
strip. The black solid frame in Fig. 2c, d indicates the central region, with the lower left
corner located at x = −251 m, y = −97 m, and the upper right at x = 77 m, y = 75 m. The
coordinates are given with respect to tower T4.
The smoothing is achieved by an one-dimensional weighted average between the original
terrain height h 1 and the target height h 0 . We apply the averaging successively from north
to south (lateral) and then from west to east (streamwise). For both sides of each direction a
modified terrain height is calculated as follows,
h(ξ ) = [1 − w(ξ )] h 1 (ξ ) + w(ξ ) h 0 ,

(7)

with ξ as a normalized coordinate ranging between 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, with ξ = 0 indicating the
boundary and ξ = 1 the beginning of the central region. The weighting function
w(ξ ) =

(1 − ξ )2
(1 − ξ )2 + ξ 2

(8)

ensures a smooth transition without sharp edges due to a zero gradient at ξ = 0 and ξ = 1.
The target height varies between the application in the lateral and streamwise directions. In
the first case the target height is calculated from the mean value of the original height of the
two opposite points, and in the second case the mean height of the central area of 0.7 m was
taken as a constant target height, resulting in a plateau at the inflow and outflow boundaries.
The result of the smoothing is shown in Fig. 2d, and taken as grid points for the bottom
boundary of the computational domain.

4 Results
4.1 Overview
Schlegel et al. (2012) demonstrated the feasibility of using terrestrial laser scanning data for
canopy flows. Despite the partially homogeneous forest and a laterally-averaged, measured
2 ATKIS® -DGM2 is provided by Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation und Vermessung Sachsen (www.

landesvermessung.sachsen.de).
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PAD, the simulations revealed a significant influence of the small-scale plant heterogeneity on
the turbulent flow field compared to a piecewise homogeneous forest. The present intention
is to overcome most of the previous limitations and to include a three-dimensional virtual
forest into a LES, representing a particular field site. The heterogeneous PAD within the
central region is derived from terrestrial laser scanning (Sect. 3.3), and for the remaining part
by the application of the virtual canopy generator (Sect. 3.4).
The dimensions of the computational domain are based on the conclusions of Yang et al.
(2006a, b). They suggested a length of 20 h ref for the horizontal and 6 h ref for the vertical
direction, where h ref denotes in our case to the nominal tree height of 30 m. These limits
should allow an adjustment of the flow downstream of a forest edge and accommodate the
development of dominant coherent structures (Finnigan 2000; Dupont and Brunet 2009;
Finnigan et al. 2009). Above the canopy, the development of the well-known roughness sublayer extending towards 3 h ref (Raupach and Thom 1981) dictates the height of the domain.
Adopting the aforementioned criteria we construct a computational domain of 600 m ×
600 m × 240 m. In contrast to Yang et al. (2006a, b) we increased the domain height by 2 h ref
to account for possible terrain effects. The given value represents the minimum height of
the domain at the highest point. Tower T4 represents the origin of the coordinate system
with a streamwise x-, a lateral y- and a vertical z-axis. The central region containing the
measured PAD and the real topography starts at x = −251 m, y = −97 m and ends at
x = 77 m, y = 75 m. Since it is placed in the middle of the computational domain the origin
moves towards the north-west about 387 m away from the inflow, and 311 m away from the
southward lateral boundary.
All computations are performed using periodic boundary conditions for the horizontal
directions. At the bottom a no-slip condition together with the logarithmic velocity law for
rough walls using a roughness length of z 0 = 0.02 m (Schlichting and Gersten 2000) is
imposed and at the top we use a free-slip condition. As a consequence of the topography, the
mesh becomes non-orthogonal and non-equidistant. Applying an average mesh spacing of 2 m
yields 302×300 grid cells in the z-plane and between 120 and 132 in the vertical. Due to nonorthogonality and a variable grid spacing an additional mapping has to be applied between the
orthogonal voxel spaces and the numerical mesh, by calculating the mean value of the PAD
over those voxels, whose centre points are located inside each grid cell. Once the computational domain and the virtual forest are defined, we have to prescribe a flow regime. To fit the
measurement window of the field study, the mesoscale pressure forcing term f i, p was adjusted
to achieve a mean wind speed of ≈4 m s−1 at a height of 42 m above ground at tower T4.
Time integration was performed over a period of 11,100 s with a timestep of 0.1 s. For
statistical computations we stored snapshots of the instantaneous velocity field at a rate of
0.5 Hz over the last 3,600 s of the computational run and mean values (angular brackets),
fluctuations (prime) and higher-order statistics, e.g., skewness, were computed afterwards.
The corresponding decomposition of the filtered velocity is
u i = u i  + u i .

(9)

For ease of analysis and to simplify the notation we introduce the following dimensionless
quantities:
– horizontal and vertical positions
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X = x/ h ref ,

(10a)

Y = y/ h ref ,

(10b)

Z = z/ h ref ,

(10c)
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Table 1 Tower positions within
the computational domain.
Coordinates are normalized
according to Eq. 10

T1

37

T2

T3

T4

X

−5.47

−3.73

−1.73

0.0

Y

−0.2

−0.2

0.0

0.0

– velocity
Ui = u i  /Uref ,

(11a)

Ui = u i /Uref ,

(11b)

where Uref represents the mean wind speed at a height of 42 m above ground on tower T4.
More specifically we denote the mean streamwise and vertical components as U = U1 ,
V = U2 and W = U3 , respectively.
– Reynolds shear stress
– resolved turbulent kinetic energy



Rx z = − U  W  ,

(12)



K = Ui Ui /2,

(13)

– skewness of the mean streamwise velocity
    2 3/2
Su = u 3
u
.

(14)

In order to assess the influence of the more comprehensive modelling we compare the
current results to the previous study of Schlegel et al. (2012) who used a two-dimensional
PAD. In the following, this case will be referred to as PAD-2D and the current one as PAD3D. Finally, the field experiment is denoted as FIELD and the tower positions within the
computational domain are given in Table 1.
4.2 Three-Dimensional Flow Characteristics
The superposition of the effects resulting, on the one hand, from the vegetation and, on the
other hand, from the topography generates a complex flow structure throughout the solution
domain. Herein we attempt to characterize the most prominent flow patterns occurring within
the central region, since this is the main area of interest in the present study.
Figure 3 presents the iso-contours of the three mean velocity components within a vertical
x z-plane at Y = 0. This position was chosen because it allows an intercomparison of the
current results with the previous simulations of Schlegel et al. (2012) and visualizes the flow
across the measurement transect. As expected, the mean streamwise velocity component
decays quickly while passing the windward forest edge (luv) of the clearing. Further downstream U reaches values of about 0.2 inside the canopy. Noticeable is the deceleration of the
flow at the upstream forest edge (lee). The mean streamwise velocity component approaches
zero between −7.5 ≤ X ≤ −6, and seems to be related to a separation zone, located close to
the ground within the wake zone of the edge. The flow reversal reaches a maximum velocity
magnitude twice as large as in PAD-2D.
Table 2 presents the magnitudes of all velocity components within the central region.
Notably, the cross-flow velocity component in PAD-3D is of the same order of magnitude as
the vertical wind component. On the clearing this is closely linked to the inclined slope of the
forest edge. Furthermore, the presence of the upstream hill and the depressed areas located
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Fig. 3 Contours of the dimensionless mean velocity components for a vertical slice at Y = 0. The coordinates
and values are normalized according to Eqs. 10 and 11. Colouring depicts the PAD values. a U , b V , c W
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Table 2 Comparison of the normalized velocity magnitudes between PAD-2D and the central region of
PAD-3D
Simulation

Umin

Umax

Vmin

Vmax

Wmin

Wmax

PAD-2D

−0.125

2.318

−0.024

0.015

−0.073

0.081

PAD-3D

−0.213

2.398

−0.229

0.293

−0.131

0.078

The value for Umax represents for both cases the normalized velocity magnitude at the upper boundary. Values
are normalized according to Eq. 11

next to the lateral boundaries produce a cross-flow, too. Figure 3b indicates a significant
positive lateral velocity component at the middle of the clearing, which changes its direction in
the vicinity of the forest edges and vanishes inside the canopy. Despite the fact that Fig. 3b is a
slice and not representative for the whole region, one may conclude that for real case scenarios
the cross-flow velocity component has an influence on the horizontal momentum transport.
This behaviour cannot be captured by a homogeneous or two-dimensional heterogeneous
canopy description.
Figure 3c reveals a feature that is connected more to the small-scale plant heterogeneity:
the mean vertical velocity component approaches its highest magnitude over the clearing,
which extends over almost the complete height of the roughness sublayer. By this, fresh air
from aloft is brought into the forest stand. It is also observable that the flow downstream of
the forest edge does not attain an equilibrium state in terms of a vanishing vertical velocity
component (Dupont and Brunet 2008a). Figure 3c indicates a noticeable upward and downward motion almost everywhere inside the canopy. This indicates that the vertical wind in
the heterogeneous forest yields a considerable contribution to the energy and mass exchange
within the atmospheric boundary layer.
To yield a measure for the distortion of the flow due to the presence of a clearing, the
angle between the horizontal plane and the mean velocity vector at the location of the highest
vertical wind speed in the vicinity of the windward forest edge was calculated for several
x z-planes. It ranges between 11◦ and 23◦ along the edge, with a mean of about 17◦ , which
is comparable to PAD-2D where we calculated 8◦ .
For a better impression of the flow field, the mean velocity vectors inside the vertical plane
along the transect at Y = 0 are plotted in Fig. 4 and coloured with red, black and blue to
mark the velocity component normal to the section plane. Following the flow downstream,
we firstly identify an upward motion before reaching the upstream forest edge. The denser
vegetation and the separation zone occurring in the wake of the edge forces the approaching
flow to depart the canopy. At the windward end of the clearing the flow turns downward and
penetrates the vegetation from aloft, which is in accordance with Frank and Ruck (2008).
They observed that the flow across short clearings with a relative length of less than five
times the tree height is dominated by the presence of a separation zone. The negative vertical
velocity component persists till X = −2, and from thereon we observe an alternating upward
and downward motion throughout the whole canopy. Figure 4 shows again the presence of
a sustained lateral movement, especially across the clearing. At the leeward forest edge the
colour of the velocity vectors indicates a negative, or southward, motion within the crown
section and above, which is related to the edge shape. At the opposite end of the clearing the
red colour suggests a positive, northward component of the flow. Again the shape of the forest
edge is a possible explanation. Downstream inside the canopy the direction of the cross-flow
velocity component turns towards negative values, which follows from continuity.
The presence of a significant lateral component of the velocity suggests a closer look into
a horizontal x y-plane, e.g., Z = 0.3. Except in the vicinity of the clearing, where the tree
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Fig. 4 Dimensionless mean velocity vector (U, V, W ) in the plane Y = 0. Colouring of the vector depicts
the lateral velocity component (V ), with red indicating positive (northward) and blue negative (southward)
motion. The coordinates and values are normalized according to Eqs. 10 and 11. The empty area in the lower
left corner contains no data as it is located below the surface level. Background colouring depicts the PAD
values

height and the crown-base height are lower than elsewhere, this plane represents mostly the
part of the canopy below the tree crowns, the so-called trunk space. From the vector plot
in Fig. 5a it is evident that the flow exposes a distinct three-dimensional character. Firstly,
the velocity magnitude is small when compared to the reference velocity measured above
the canopy. Nevertheless, a continuous change in the horizontal flow direction is observable
all through the presented section of the solution domain. Associated with an upward and
downward motion, this seems to be linked with the varying PAD and the topography. At the
upstream boundary of the presented section the presence of the hill leads to a cross-flow
velocity component in the negative y-direction (Fig. 2d). With the beginning at X = −8
the flow reacts on the locally denser vegetation and the influence of the clearing. The flow
decelerates and changes continuously its direction. Finally, we observe a weak, edge-parallel
flow at the upstream forest edge. A closer look reveals an associated upward and downward
movement inside the forest stand and on the clearing, respectively. This is again an effect of
the separation zone. To obtain an idea of its horizontal dimensions, Fig. 6 shows the projected
contour of the zone characterized by a negative streamwise velocity component, covering a
large part of the clearing and the surrounding forest stand. It is confined, however, to a height
of Z = 0.51 and, thus, occurs only within the trunk space. The maximum backward velocity
magnitude is reached at the southward corner of the clearing (Table 2).
The downstream part of the clearing (north-east) is not covered by the separation zone.
Referring to Fig. 5a, the velocity vectors indicate three noticeable features within this region:
firstly, an increase in velocity magnitude inside the horizontal plane; secondly, a downward
motion. Both follow directly from continuity, as the flow has to fill the space due to the
displacement of the flow reversal. Thirdly, we observe again a rotation of the wind direction.
The flow seems to follow the edge until the end of the clearing. One might think that the flow
attempts to avoid the denser vegetation and the associated higher aerodynamic resistance as
long as possible. At the end of the clearing the flow passes the forest edge and traverses the
trail path leaving our area of interest.
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Fig. 5 Dimensionless projected mean velocity vector (U, V, W ) and iso-contours of the mean vertical velocity
component (W ) for a horizontal slice at Z = 0.3. The coordinates and values are normalized according to
Eq. 10 and 11. The empty area in the upper left corner contains no data since it is located below the surface
level. Vector colouring depicts the vertical velocity component and background colouring the PAD values.
a Dimensionless velocity vector (U, V, W ). Colouring of the vector depicts the vertical velocity component
(W ), with colour coded upward (red) and downward (blue) motion, b W

From Fig. 5a we are able to identify further features that are closely linked to the
distribution of the vegetation inside the trunk space. Upstream of the clearing, between
−8.5 ≤ X ≤ −7 and −3.6 ≤ Y ≤ −1.5, we observe a field of positive vertical wind
component. The PAI from Fig. 6 and the PAD reveal a sparse and low vegetation within this
area. This, together with the local trail path, might lead to suction from the higher velocity
air above the canopy. Another upwind field is visible downstream of the clearing between
0.5 ≤ X ≤ 2.5 and −3.6 ≤ Y ≤ 2; the vertical velocity component varies around W ≈ 0.03.
Only within a smaller area between 0.4 ≤ X ≤ 0.8 and 0.2 ≤ Y ≤ 1, Fig. 5b shows a strong
upwind flow velocity of larger than 5 % of the reference velocity. A closer look to, e.g., Fig. 1
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Fig. 6 Projected horizontal contours of the separation zone. Colouring depicts the PAI values with 2 m × 2 m
filter width

reveals again several larger tree gaps, which might be the reason for this behaviour. In this
area, influences of the topography are visible as well. The mean flow heads more towards
the middle of the domain, an effect of the depressed areas occurring at the lateral boundaries
and the increasing terrain height towards the outflow boundary. Interestingly, the immediate
influences from the vegetation and the topography vanish quickly above the nominal tree
height (Z > 1.0). When looking at a horizontal plane at Z = 1.3 the flow is almost perfectly
aligned to the mean flow direction (Figure not shown). Only a few fields of vertical wind
velocity with a magnitude around W = 0.03 are visible. The most striking one appears above
the clearing, where the downwind flow velocity still reaches 9 % of the reference velocity.
4.3 Comparison with Field Experiments
Figure 7 provides a comparison between computed and measured mean streamwise velocity
at the position of the four measurement towers (see Table 1 for exact tower positions within
the solution domain). Tower T1 stands close to the upwind edge of the clearing. Figure
7a shows a good agreement between PAD-3D and the measured mean velocity component
U , whereas PAD-2D retains the typical S-shape of the velocity profile inside the canopy.
This confirms the hypothesis of Schlegel et al. (2012) that an appropriate treatment of the
upstream vegetation is crucial for capturing the conditions over the clearing. The agreement
between PAD-3D and FIELD observations below Z = 0.3 is remarkable. Both measured
and computed profiles reveal a backward oriented mean streamwise velocity component. The
reason is the separation zone extending from the upstream canopy across the clearing. Within
PAD-2D the separation zone was shifted towards the windward forest edge and, hence, tower
T1 was located in front of it. Going upward, we first observe a good agreement for PAD-3D
and FIELD data, turning into a slight overestimation for Z ≥ 0.6. Above the canopy, within
the roughness sublayer, the differences between both simulations vanish.
The following tower T2 is located immediately in front of the windward forest edge. Figure 7b confirms the trend observed at tower T1. Both simulations indicate a partial recovery
of the logarithmic profile in the atmospheric surface layer and show a good qualitative agree-
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Fig. 7 Comparison of measured and computed normalized streamwise velocity profiles at the four measurement towers. The normalization is according to Eqs. 10 and 11. The tower positions are given in Fig. 1.
a Tower T1, b Tower T2, c Tower T3, d Tower T4

ment with the experimental data. Nevertheless, PAD-3D is closer to FIELD data and benefits
from the enhanced treatment of the vegetation and the topography. The occurrence of a separation zone within all numerical simulations, with a strong dependency on the employed PAD
distribution arises some questions. Firstly, the proper treatment of the vegetation is crucial to
obtain its correct position and dimension. Secondly, it suggests some further dependencies,
e.g., thermal stratification, gusts or a shift in wind direction during the day that prevent a separation zone from being established and observed. Above the nominal tree height again both
simulations converage to each other and, therefore, indicate less influence of the treatment
of the vegetation underneath.
The next tower, T3, stands approximately two tree heights downstream of the windward
forest edge. Both simulations and the field experiments show a rapid recovery of the S-shaped
velocity profile. Despite the belt of chestnuts closing the trunk space at the forest edge, we
observe also the first signs of the development of a secondary wind maximum below the
crown section, which is quite common for tall forest stands with a sparse understorey (Shaw
1977). The qualitative agreement of the velocity profile between both simulations and FIELD
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is satisfying, but especially in the trunk space, PAD-3D benefits from the enhanced treatment
of the vegetation. Figure 7d presents the mean streamwise velocity component at the last
tower T4. Here we observe an almost perfect match between PAD-3D and FIELD data with
a well pronounced secondary wind maximum around Z = 0.2.
The exchange of momentum, heat and water vapour between a forest stand and the
atmospheric boundary layer is mainly driven by the corresponding turbulent fluxes. Another
contribution amplified by the small-scale plant heterogeneity arises from the mean vertical
velocity component, which never vanishes completely as opposed to a homogeneous forest. During field experiments ultrasonic anemometers are the commonly used measurement
devices. When used under non-ideal conditions, the ultrasonic anemometers show a considerable sensitivity with respect to the angle of attack and the wind direction (Kochendorfer et
al. 2012). Additionally, the vertical velocity component is usually one order of magnitude less
than the streamwise velocity component in magnitude, which makes levelling an important
issue. Kochendorfer et al. (2012) conducted a reference experiment, where they compared
different types of ultrasonic anemometer. Among others, the type used mainly in the presented field study, a Model 81000V (R.M. Young Meteorological Instruments, Michigan,
USA), was tested for several angles of attack and wind directions. The authors determined
an underestimation for the turbulent fluxes of about 10–15 % when measured with a R.M.
Young 81000V instrument.
Despite the discussion on the measurement of the vertical wind velocity component
(Kochendorfer et al. 2012; Mauder 2013; Kochendorfer et al. 2013), we decided to compare
our computed and observed results shown in Fig. 8 with respect to the previously mentioned
uncertainties. When looking at the results for tower T1 in Fig. 8a, PAD-3D gives more reliable
mean flow conditions on the clearing than PAD-2D. It reveals an upwards directed wind for
Z ≤ 0.4, turning towards a downwind above, corresponding nicely to the experimental data.
At the second tower on the clearing, T2, both simulations agree well with the experimental
data, predicting a negative vertical wind component in front of the downstream forest edge.
The maximum is reached around Z = 0.7, where it starts to decrease. Going further downstream into the canopy at tower T3 and T4 the magnitude of the vertical velocity component
decreases as expected from the impact of drag forces (Fig. 8c, d). Both simulations stay
almost within the measurement uncertainties, which are admittedly large. The vertical wind
component ranges between ±2 % of the reference velocity and PAD-3D reveals a slightly
smaller magnitude than PAD-2D. Noticeable, and ‘an indication’ of the measuring difficulties, are the spikes within the crown section at both towers. Up to now there is no explanation
and no counterpart in the numerical simulation for that. Above the nominal tree the behaviour
changes when compared to both towers located on the clearing.
4.4 Statistics
The three-dimensionality of the PAD values also influences the turbulent quantities. To investigate this in more detail, Fig. 9 shows the normalized turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) K for
the vertical slice at Y = 0 and the horizontal slice at Z = 0.3. Noteworthy is the enhancement of the turbulent fluctuations above the clearing that extends towards Z = 1.8. Starting
at the upstream forest stand this region covers the whole clearing and ends in front of the
windward forest edge. The highest magnitude is reached at X ≈ −5 and Z ≈ 1.1. When
compared to the results of PAD-2D its location is shifted upstream as the shear layer between
the separation zone and the outer flow. Further downstream the turbulence decays rapidly
while passing the denser and largely closed edge. A similar behaviour is visible at the crown
section since the main features of the local vegetation are the same. Inside the forest stand
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Fig. 8 Comparison of measured and computed normalized vertical velocity profiles at the four measurement
towers. The normalization is according to Eqs. 10 and 11. The tower positions are given in Fig. 1. a Tower
T1, b Tower T2, c Tower T3, d Tower T4

the TKE remains at values of K ≈ 0.01 and no intrusion across the windward forest edge
takes place. Therefore, K is one order of magnitude smaller than in the outer flow. Figure 9b
confirms the low turbulent intensity within the whole forest stand except for the clearing and
the first surrounding tree rows. The highest magnitude in the horizontal slice is reached in
front of the windward edge and located between −4.4 ≤ X ≤ −3.2 and −0.2 ≤ Y ≤ 0.8.
Referring to Fig. 5a, which shows the mean velocity vectors, this is exactly that part of the
clearing where the flow starts to descend and accelerate. Together with the intermittent character of the separation zone (Raupach et al. 1987; Cassiani et al. 2008) this might explain the
increase in K .
The Reynolds stress R x z , characterizing the turbulent vertical momentum flux, behaves
similarly to K . Figure 10 shows the contours for the selected slices. As with the TKE, R x z is
enhanced above the clearing as a result of the presence of the separation zone (Fig. 10a) and
reaches its maximum slightly earlier at X ≈ −5.5 and Z ≈ 1. More striking is a secondary
maximum further downstream between 0.2 ≤ X ≤ 2 near the tree top. The intensity of the
turbulent vertical momentum transport is here comparable to its values at the clearing. While
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Fig. 9 Normalized turbulent kinetic energy K . The coordinates and values are normalized according to Eqs.
10 and 13. Colouring depicts the PAD values. a Vertical slice at Y = 0. b Horizontal slice at Z = 0.3

passing the denser and largely closed vegetation along the forest edge R x z decreases rapidly
and vanishes later in the trunk space throughout the whole forest stand (Fig. 10b). Actually,
the sign of the turbulent momentum flux reverses, but with R x z ≈ −0.004 the magnitude is
rather small. Higher values for R x z are limited to the clearing and only a few areas elsewhere,
e.g., between −5.5 ≤ X ≤ −3.5 and −3.5 ≤ Y ≤ −2.5 show noticeable exceptions.
An advantage of the snapshots from the instantaneous velocity field is the domain-wide
access to higher-order statistics, e.g., the skewness of the velocity fluctuations in the mean
flow direction Su . This contains information on the distribution of the intensity and the size
of the turbulent scales. Dupont and Brunet (2008a) used this quantity to identify an enhanced
gust zone downstream of a forest edge, which is characterized by Su ≥ 1.5. Nevertheless, the
pioneering work of Raupach et al. (1987) with a wind-tunnel experiment revealed an enhanced
skewness of Su ≥ 1.5 within the crown section at Z ≈ 0.8 about 5 h ref downstream of the
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Fig. 10 Normalized Reynolds stress R x z . The coordinates and values are normalized according to Eqs. 10
and 12. Colouring depicts the PAD values. a Vertical slice at Y = 0. b Horizontal slice at Z = 0.3

considered forest edge. Figure 11a shows Su along the transect for the vertical slice at Y = 0,
and clearly indicates an area characterized by a larger skewness downstream of the clearing
between 0 ≤ X ≤ 2 and 0.6 ≤ Y ≤ 1.0. The highest magnitude of Su = 1.4 is reached
at X = 0.7 and Z = 0.84, which gives a relative length of about 4 h ref to the windward
forest edge. To ensure that this is not a local phenomenon, Fig. 11b shows a horizontal
slice at Z = 0.8, chosen according to the experimental results of Raupach et al. (1987).
Two things are remarkable: first, an increased skewness occurs everywhere downstream of
the windward forest edge. Secondly, the exact position (one to four times the tree height)
and intensity (0.8 ≤ Su ≤ 1.4) of the enhanced gust zone change. Qualitatively, our results
match the predictions of Raupach et al. (1987) and Dupont and Brunet (2008a). However, both
assumed ideal conditions in terms of a homogeneous forest, which explains the difference in
magnitude of Su . A comparison with the field experiment FIELD data shows that the value of
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Fig. 11 Skewness of the mean streamwise velocity component fluctuations Su . The coordinates are normalized
according to Eqs. 10. Skewness is calculated from instantaneous snapshots following Eq. 14. Colouring depicts
the PAD values. a Vertical slice at Y = 0. b Horizontal slice at Z = 0.8

Z = 0.833 for the maximum magnitude of Su is predicted well by PAD-3D, and also fits the
results of Raupach et al. (1987). But the computed magnitude of the skewness, Su = 0.77,
reaches only half of the measured value with Su = 1.49. This might be explained by a
closer inspection of Fig. 11a. In PAD-3D the main tower is located in front of the enhanced
gust zone, and a shift downstream of a few m, would improve the agreement with FIELD
observations. Nevertheless, the computed skewness fits well to the measurements.
Finally, Figs. 12, 13 and 14 provide a comparison of the computed and measured turbulent
quantities at the four measurement towers. Overall, the TKE fits well with the field experiment
(Fig. 12). Inside the forest stand K stays below 0.02 and higher values are reached only
within the shear layer above the canopy and across the clearing. Thus, at the latter, the
biggest differences are formed between both numerical simulations. As the conditions there
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Fig. 12 Comparison of measured and computed profiles for normalized turbulent kinetic energy K at the
four measurement towers. The normalization is according to Eqs. 10 and 13. The tower positions are given in
Fig. 1. a Tower T1, b Tower T2, c Tower T3, d Tower T4

are mainly influenced by the separation zone, PAD-3D shows a better agreement with FIELD
data than PAD-2D. The highest magnitude of K at all towers is reached inside the shear layer
above the canopy. But again, the field measurements are extremely sensitive to the filtering
of the raw data and the statistical uncertainty is high.
The advantage of a three-dimensional small-scale plant heterogeneity is more obvious
for the Reynold stress R x z and, in particular, for the towers located on the clearing (Fig.
13). Especially tower T1 shows for PAD-3D not only a quantitative, but also a qualitative,
improvement and at tower T2 the overestimation of R x z is much less compared to PAD2D. Further downstream inside the forest stand the differences between both numerical
simulations vanish, which might be caused by the low order of magnitude of R x z . At tower
T4 we observe a small counter-gradient momentum flux. Thus, the differences between both
simulations and the field measurements at tower T3 and T4 remain negligible for Z ≤ 0.7.
At this height, R x z starts to increase and reaches its highest magnitude inside the shear layer
above the canopy as with K before. Further upward, leaving the shear layer, R x z decreases
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Fig. 13 Comparison of measured and computed profiles for normalized Reynolds stress R x z at the four
measurement towers. The normalization is according to Eqs. 10 and 12. The tower positions are given in
Fig. 1. a Tower T1, b Tower T2, c Tower T3, d Tower T4

as a result of the artificial boundary conditions at the top of the domain. PAD-2D shows
the expected behaviour, whereas it is delayed in PAD-3D and R x z remains constant until
Z = 1.5 . . . 2. This suggests a sufficient choice of the height of the solution domain, since a
constant turbulent vertical momentum flux is typical for this part of the atmospheric boundary
layer (Etling 2008; Kraus 2008; Fernando 2012a, b).
Within the three-dimensional forest environment in PAD-3D, another component of the
Reynolds-stress tensor might cause a vertical momentum transport by turbulent motions.
Figure 14 shows R yz at the positions of the four measurement towers. Inside the forest stand
below Z ≤ 0.7 R yz shows similarly low values as R x z . However, at locations where R x z
causes a significant vertical transport of momentum, e.g., the crown section and the clearing,
R yz stays below 0.005 and never exceeds 0.01, whereas R x z assumes values between 0.04 and
0.08. Despite the three-dimensionality of the vegetation, the turbulent transport of momentum
is still mainly driven by R x z . PAD-3D and the field measurements agree qualitatively and
quantitatively well, but the exception to the rule is tower T3. For Z ≥ 0.7 PAD-3D and
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Fig. 14 Comparison of measured and computed profiles for normalized Reynolds stress R yz at the four
measurement towers. The normalization is according to Eqs. 10 and 12. The tower positions are given in
Fig. 1. a Tower T1, b Tower T2, c Tower T3, d Tower T4

FIELD data show larger differences and finally the turbulent momentum flux represented by
R yz has an opposite sign. However, the measurement uncertainty at this point is extremely
high and one should add less authority to it.

5 Conclusion
The canopy flow through a fully three-dimensional forest stand was investigated by means
of LES, and an aerodynamic resistance was used to model the influence of the vegetation on
the turbulent flow. The virtual forest, more precisely PAD values were obtained by terrestrial
laser scanning for one sixth of the computational domain. For the first time, the vegetation
within a numerical simulation was characterized by a three-dimensional small-scale plant
heterogeneity representing a real canopy. The remaining domain was filled with the virtual
canopy generator of Bohrer et al. (2007) based on forest inventory maps and airborne laser
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scanning data. In combination, both distributions yielded a domain-wide three-dimensional
heterogeneous PAD for the numerical simulation. As an additional feature the topography
was included in terms of a modified digital terrain model.
The turbulent flow through the canopy shows a considerable complexity due to the interaction of topography and plant heterogeneity. Near the clearing we observe a distinct threedimensional flow structure, which is characterized by an extended separation zone in the
upstream region and a strong cross-flow along the oblique windward edge. In addition to
this, small-scale plant heterogeneity leads to a corresponding pattern of sustained upward
and downward motions, which were already reported in Schlegel et al. (2012). This vertical
wind component induces an additional momentum transport throughout the canopy, which
could not be captured by using a homogeneous PAD. For the turbulent quantities, the present
study confirms that the dense windward forest edge efficiently dissipates the fluctuations
within the incoming flow. As a new feature, local minima and maxima for the Reynolds
stress component R x z were observed that have no counterpart in the turbulent kinetic energy.
Furthermore, we were able to detect an enhanced gust zone downstream of the windward
forest edge. The comparison between the numerical simulations and the field measurements
shows excellent agreement for the mean flow as well as for turbulent statistics.
In summary, we conclude that the inclusion of a high resolution plant representation combined with a digital terrain model allows for a more accurate prediction of the turbulent flow
through heterogeneous canopies. Future work should be focused on a deeper understanding
of the distinct effects of heterogeneity.
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